RTE RC Profile
Rosenbauer Technical Equipment
Rolling containers for every operation.

Easy to use. Versatile. Robust. Secure.
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RTE RC Profile.
Rolling container for fire-fighting operations.
Every operation involves special devices and equipment. These must be transported to where they are needed as quickly and safely as possible. Rosenbauer
has developed rolling container systems that not only fit into all standard vehicles, but also offer a whole range of sophisticated solutions to make emergency
workers' jobs as easy as possible.
RTE RC Profile: Tremendous scope for customization.
RTE RC Profile rolling containers from Rosenbauer can be customized to meet
every requirement. At the same time, the base area remains within the standardized EU pallet dimensions of 1.2 m x 0.8 m. We also offer other, customized
dimensions.
But emergency workers all over the world don't just benefit from the versatility
offered by Rosenbauer rolling containers, or even their tremendous durability
and high quality – the RTE RC Profile also features unique technical solutions
that make it the ultimate operational tool in terms of safety and user-friendliness.

RTE RC Profile roll containers harmonize perfectly with Rosenbauer's
equipment and transport vehicles – exemplified here by the CTPROFILE. This ensures that loading and unloading is fast, safe, and
easy, and that individual items of equipment can be retrieved on the
scene quickly and efficiently.

Our name is our bond: Rosenbauer
For more than 150 years, Rosenbauer has led the way as a pioneer and partner in
emergency services. We are unique in our ability to deliver effective solutions for
every decisive moment in fire and disaster control.
From preventive fire safety equipment to vehicles for every situation, from digital
applications to personal and technical equipment. Rosenbauer covers all of this
with all the comprehensive competence and skill of an experienced systems
provider. For Rosenbauer, perfection means preserving our legacy as a driver of
progress. That's why we continue to set new standards with our technological innovations in fire and disaster control. We are in constant contact with our clients
to find the perfect solutions, and we are right there whenever you need us. Worldwide. Everything you need to be optimally equipped for that decisive moment.
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Safe and robust.
Built for stability, protection and durability.
No question about it. At Rosenbauer, safety is our top priority. This is why the
handling and braking systems for the latest generation of rolling containers have
been improved again. They also feature an impressively high load-bearing capacity combined with a low self-weight.

The new connector
technology facilitates highly stable
platform designs
with no interfering
brackets.

Stable, sturdy and robust.
The roller containers are made of anodized aluminium extrusion profiles, linked
by special, form-fit connectors. These are inserted into the profile sections and
screwed into place. The result is an exceptional combination of stability and durability: It can be used to transport up to 700 kg total weight safely – on rollers
at ground level or through the air using lifting lugs.
Two or four swivel castors
Rosenbauer rolling containers are fitted
either with two swivel and two fixed
castors or with four swivel castors. The
brakes are applied via the swivel castors,
optionally with either two or four brakes.
The wheel treads are made of especially
resistant polyurethane. This ensures that
the castors are not flattened.

Powerful brakes for loads of up to 700 kg
For rolling containers, just as for emergency vehicles, the brake system performance requirements depend on the container's operational weight. While
Rosenbauer models weigh only around 50 kg when empty thanks to their sophisticated design and high-quality materials, they can weigh up to 700 kg when
fully loaded.

Drum brakes in the castor.
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All Rosenbauer rolling containers are therefore fitted with high-quality dead
man's brakes by default: the container comes to a standstill quickly and of its
own accord as soon as the handle bar is released. Two different types of brakes
are used for this purpose – either stainless steel cone brakes or drum brakes.
Both brake systems are positioned within the basic dimensions. This makes the
containers easier to maneuver because there are no protruding parts. Since
safety is our top priority, four braked castors are required for total weights of
450 kg and more.
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A single person can move equipment weighing several hundred kilos effortlessly and
safely with a Rosenbauer rolling container.

Our RTE RC Profile: taking the load off your shoulders.
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Incredibly practical.
Made for moving even the heaviest equipment with ease.
If there's one thing that distinguishes Rosenbauer's rolling containers, it's this: They have been
designed for the most challenging firefighting and rescue operations. We accept no compromises
when it comes to safety. Stability, durability and reliability obviously have an important role to play
here – but so does careful attention to detail. This is precisely why all RTE RC profiles offer unique
design features that are only available from Rosenbauer.

Certified safety
All Rosenbauer rolling containers are TÜV-tested
in accordance with the current standards.
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Chamfered profiles
The extruded profiles of our RTE RC Profile rolling containers
all feature a distinct chamfer. This eliminates all 90° edges
on the outside, making maneuvering in confined spaces
(e.g. in a vehicle) and stowing the containers much faster
and easier. It also significantly reduces the risk of injury.

Safe and secure inside the vehicle
Each RTE RC Profile can be quickly and conveniently
secured via a rail installed inside the vehicle. This means
that our Rosenbauer rolling containers and the equipment stored inside them will always remain in place and,
thanks to a special locking mechanism, will not tip over –
even if the vehicle is only partially loaded and the lateral
and longitudinal forces are very high during transport to
the scene.

Single bar operation
Simply press down the orange handle bar to set the
Rosenbauer rolling container in motion. This takes only minimal effort due to the low resistance and, thanks to the single-bar mechanism, doesn't require the user to spread their
fingers – for comfortable and virtually effortless handling.
As soon as the handle bar is released, it automatically flips
up and disappears into the body, bringing the RTE RC Profile
to a standstill.
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Logistics
made easy.
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Plenty of scope for customization.
Individual options and ready-made solutions.

In addition to various size and weight categories as well as brake and castor configurations, our RTE RC Profile
rolling containers are also available in a range of body designs. Each rolling container can thus be equipped to meet
individual requirements.

Perfect ready-made solutions
In addition to fully customized rolling containers and a
choice of equipment features for standard models,
Rosenbauer also offers ready-made comprehensive solutions for specific applications. These include:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

RTE RC Profile "Suction Point 1600"
RTE RC Profile "Suction Point 1200"
RTE RC Profile "Mesh Transport Box"
RTE RC Profile "Fire Fighting Attack"
RTE RC Profile "Hose"
RTE RC Profile "Water Damage"

This allows for optimal storage and transport of the equipment required in specific operational situations.
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As a system provider, Rosenbauer can of course outfit
these containers with equipment and technical components
directly, as it does with all its other rolling containers.
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Each RTE RC Profile can also be
fitted with one or more of the
following options:

LED lighting for optimum visibility

▪ Shelves, cover plates and grid walls
made from aluminum
▪ Forklift skids
▪ Lifting lugs
▪ Towing eyes for cable winch loading
▪ Locking device to keep swivel castors running in a straight line
▪ LED lighting
▪ Corner connector caps

Rosenbauer rolling containers can be optionally fitted with LED lighting
to ensure that you never make a false move, even if lighting conditions
in the equipment room are poor. Floor floodlights enable faster detection of bumps and obstacles on badly maintained roads. The lighting
units are integrated in the profiles and their diffusing lenses guarantee dazzle-free lights. The energy-saving LED strips are powered by a
replaceable battery.
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Mesh Transport Box

Hose

Fire Fighting Attack

Suction Point 1600

Water Damage

Suction Point 1200

www.rosenbauer.com

Follow us on

Text and illustrations are non-binding. The illustrations may feature custom designs that are only available at an extra charge. We reserve the right to make any necessary changes to reflect
improvements in the available technology.
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Rolling containers for every operation.

